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Skeleton decomposition
and CUR approximation 
of matrices
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Presentation about CUR for matrices: https://personal.math.vt.edu/embree/cur_talk.pdf



Skeleton decomposition for matrices (Скелетное 
разложение)



Skeleton decomposition for matrices (Скелетное 
разложение)



Skeleton decomposition for matrices (Скелетное 
разложение)



Skeleton decomposition for matrices (Скелетное 
разложение)



CUR approximation of matrices
Select R1 columns and R2 rows of A.

If R1 = R2 = rank(A), then we get exact Skeleton decomposition.

If R1 and R2 do not form a basis of column space and row space of A respectively, 
then the decomposition is not exact. It is called CUR approximation.

(Крестовая 
аппроксимация)



CUR approximation of matrices
CUR matrix approximation is used for low-rank matrix approximation.

CUR approximation is more representative of the data than the 
orthonormal singular vectors.

(Крестовая 
аппроксимация)

CUR SVD 



Tensors: Basic Definitions
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Tensors

Tensor of order 0 Tensor of order 1 Tensor of order 2 Tensor of order 3

Examples of tensors:



Tensors: More examples

EEG signalsImages
……..



Fibers and Slices
Fibers (tubes) of a 3rd order tensor:

Columns (mode 1) Rows (mode 2) Tubes (mode 3)

Slices of a 3rd order tensor:

Horizontal slices Vertical slices Frontal slices



Tensor Unfoldings

Unfoldings of a 
3rd order tensor:



Tensor Unfoldings

Unfoldings of a 
3rd order tensor:

Inverse operation to unfolding is called folding.



Tensor-matrix product



Tensor-matrix product



Skeleton decomposition
and CUR approximation 
of tensors
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Presentation about CUR for matrices: https://personal.math.vt.edu/embree/cur_talk.pdf



CUR of tensors: 3 types

1. Tubes selection

2. Tube/Slice selection

3. Slice/Slice selection

S. Ahmadi-Asl et al., "Cross Tensor Approximation Methods for 
Compression and Dimensionality Reduction," in IEEE, vol. 9, 2021



CUR of tensors

1. Tubes selection

Core tensor
Columns 
(mode 1 tubes)

Tubes
(mode 3 tubes)

Rows
(mode 2 tubes)



CUR of tensors

Core tensor
Columns 
(mode 1 tubes)

Tubes
(mode 3 tubes)

Rows
(mode 2 tubes)



FSTD 
algorithm

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/82355805.pdf

Skeleton decomposition for tensors

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/82355805.pdf


Applications of CUR for tensors

Tensor Completion

01.

Denoising

To reduce number of parameters 
of a tensor with a given 
approximation error.

03.
To denoise a data tensor.

Tensor data compression

02.
To estimate missing or uncertain 
elements of a tensor (for image 
inpainting, video completion, time 
series completion, etc.)

  

S. Ahmadi-Asl et al., "Cross Tensor Approximation 
Methods for Compression and Dimensionality 

Reduction," in IEEE, vol. 9, 2021

  

///////

CUR can be used in applications where the low-rank 
tensor approximation is required:



Problem of CUR 
approximation 
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Problem and its relevance

Approximation accuracy of CUR approximation for matrices / tensors 
significantly depends on chosen rows and columns / tubes and slices.

….



Existing approaches
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Some of the existing solutions for 
rows/columns choice

 

 

Uniform distribution 
sampling

  

 

 

 
 

D. C. Sorensen, M. Embree. A DEIM 
Induced CUR Factorization.
https://arxiv.org/abs/1407.5516

Length-squared 
distribution sampling

Leverage scores sampling

Discrete Empirical 
Interpolation Method 
(DEIM)

Volume optimization,
Cross 2D

…



Some of the existing solutions for tubes choice

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

Michel Mahoney et.al, Tensor-CUR 
decompositions for tensor-based data,
SIAM Journal on Matrix Analysis and 
Applications, 2008. 

Length-squared 
distribution sampling 

Uniform distribution 
sampling

Adaptive algorithmCross 3D
Cesar F. Caiafa, Andrzej Cichocki,
Generalizing the column–row matrix 
decomposition to multi-way arrays,
Linear Algebra and its Applications, 2010

I. V. OSELEDETS, D. V. SAVOSTIANOV, AND E. E. TYRTYSHNIKOV. 
TUCKER DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION OF
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS IN LINEAR TIME, 2008



Proposed solution:
Clifford scores for 
tensors CUR
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Images and Quaternions
Image as a tensor with coefficients in



Images and Quaternions

Image as a tensor with coefficients in Image as a matrix with coefficients in



Tensors as Clifford algebra matrices

Tensor with coefficients in Matrix with coefficients in

..…



Tensors as Clifford algebra matrices

For which tasks it might be useful to apply such an approach?

Example:



Proposed solution: Clifford Scores for CUR

Tensor in Matrix in01.

..…



Proposed solution: Clifford Scores for CUR

SVD of the matrix in 02.

Unitary in Unitary inReal (?)



https://arxiv.org/pdf/math/0603251.pdf

SVD for Quaternion Matrices

https://arxiv.org/pdf/math/0603251.pdf


SVD for Quaternion Matrices



SVD for Quaternion Matrices



SVD for Quaternion Matrices



SVD for Quaternion Matrices



SVD for Quaternion Matrices



SVD for Quaternion Matrices



SVD for Quaternion Matrices

Sequence of steps to find u and z:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Proposed solution: Clifford Scores for CUR

Clifford Scores03.

Unitary 
in

Unitary 
in

Real

Clifford score =

Clifford norm 
of a row

Clifford norm 
of

of a row

Clifford score =

Clifford norm 
of a column

Clifford norm 
of

of a column

Sample R1 indices of rows and R2 indices of columns 
with probabilities represented by Clifford scores.  



Proposed solution: Clifford Scores for CUR

Apply standard methods of CUR for tensors04.

FSTD

S. Ahmadi-Asl et al., "Cross Tensor Approximation Methods for 
Compression and Dimensionality Reduction," in IEEE, vol. 9, 2021

Cesar F. Caiafa, Andrzej Cichocki,
Generalizing the column–row matrix decomposition to multi-way arrays,
Linear Algebra and its Applications, 2010



** Recent paper on CUR method for quaternion matrices

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.19147.pdf

● max norm sampling
● uniform sampling

29.02.2024

2 methods of 
rows/columns sampling:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.19147.pdf


Implementation
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https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1k85y1e5sbqqZ9
zeljF9phGcRpfRH_SbO?usp=sharing

My implementation and experiments:

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1k85y1e5sbqqZ9zeljF9phGcRpfRH_SbO?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1k85y1e5sbqqZ9zeljF9phGcRpfRH_SbO?usp=sharing


What I used:

https://github.com/DavidRuhe/clifford-group-
equivariant-neural-networks/blob/master/alge
bra/cliffordalgebra.py

Implemented product of 
elements of Clifford algebra

Elements of 
are represented as
torch tensors

https://github.com/DavidRuhe/clifford-group-equivariant-neural-networks/blob/master/algebra/cliffordalgebra.py
https://github.com/DavidRuhe/clifford-group-equivariant-neural-networks/blob/master/algebra/cliffordalgebra.py
https://github.com/DavidRuhe/clifford-group-equivariant-neural-networks/blob/master/algebra/cliffordalgebra.py


What I used for inspiration: https://sourceforge.net/projects/qtfm/

SVD for Quaternions in Matlab

https://sourceforge.net/projects/qtfm/


What I used for inspiration: https://sourceforge.net/projects/qtfm/

SVD for Quaternions in Matlab

I have not found any open source implementation of SVD 
for Clifford algebra matrices in Python 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/qtfm/


What I have implemented

Representation of a torch tensor as a matrix with 
Clifford algebra elements



What I have implemented

Clifford norm for Clifford algebra elements

Clifford norm for vectors with Clifford algebra elements



What I have implemented

Product of matrices with Clifford algebra elements



What I have implemented

Householder vector and matrix for a Clifford algebra matrix



What I have implemented

Bidiagonalization of Clifford algebra matrices



What I have implemented
SVD of matrices with Clifford algebra elements



What I have implemented
Classic methods of sampling indices of tubes for CUR
Sampling indices of rows and 
columns from uniform distribution

Sampling indices of rows and columns depending 
on the norms of rows and columns

Choose rows and columns with 
max norm (deterministic)



What I have implemented

FSTD for CUR



Experiments
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Experiment 1: Check on Random Tensors

Choose indices of 2 rows and 2 columns: Approximation error



Experiment 2: Check on Random Tensors
Choose indices of 7 rows and 7 
columns:

Choose indices of 2 rows and 2 columns:



CUR for Image Completion



Experiment 3: Image Completion on Peppers

17x17 px



Experiment 3: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 12, # columns = 12, # steps = 1 17x17 px



Experiment 3: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 1 17x17 px



Experiment 3: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 6 17x17 px



Experiment 3: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 20 17x17 px



Experiment 3: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 50 17x17 px



Experiment 3: Image Completion on Peppers
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 5

Clifford scores Uniform
Deterministic 
max norm

Random
max norm



Experiment 4: Image Completion on Peppers

17x17 px



Experiment 4: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 1 17x17 px



Experiment 4: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 50 17x17 px



Experiment 4: Image Completion on Peppers
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 5

Clifford scores Uniform
Deterministic 
max norm

Random
max norm



Experiment 5: Image Completion on Peppers

17x17 px



Experiment 5: Image Completion on Peppers
Clifford scores method for CUR
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 1 17x17 px



Experiment 5: Image Completion on Peppers
# rows = 5, # columns = 5, # steps = 5

Clifford scores Uniform
Deterministic 
max norm

Random
max norm



Thx


